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TIE ELECTROLYTIC FIXATION of ATMOSPHERIC.

ITITUCGEIT.

Introduction,

Much has been accomplished in the last few years

toward the conservation of natural resourses, and in

this work the engineer has taken a leading part. The

prevention of unnecessary waste, the utilisation of

hither-to useless "by-products, and the economic pro

duction of the world's necessities are important fea

tures of th1 s work.

It is the latter phase with which this subject

deals. A large percentage of the world's commercial

fertilizer comes from the immense beds found in the

Atacama Desert, in Chile. But as the demand for Chili

Saltpeter is increasing rapidly from year to year, scien

tists are already "beginning to look around for another

source of supply when these fields fail.

The following paper will be divided into three parts;

First, A discission of the theory and economic principles

Second, a resume of the current literature on the sub

ject. Third, The construction and tests of a chamber pa

tented after the Thomas and Barry Process.
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Theory and Economic.. Principles.

If and electric discharge is passed through a gas

or mixture of gases, different chemical reactions are

produced ascording to the nature of the discharge. Thus,

if a silent discharge is passed through atmospheric air,

the oxygen ( C^ molecules).in~the air is changed into

ozone, f O5 molecules). On the other hand, if a spark or

arc discharge passes through air, the oxygen and nitrogen

of the air are forced to combine; since the nitrogen of

the air is thereby fixed in the form of a useful compound,

this process is spoken of as the fixation of atmospheric

nitrogen.

The combination of the niti'ogen and oxygen in air ^oy

means of arc or spark discharges in air is apparently a

purely th#$mal effect, so that one may speak of this pro

cess as an electric furnace process. The arc or spJ

simply produces the very high temperature which is re

quired for the oxidation of the nitrogen, which would go

on in the same way if the same temperature was produced

in some other way.

The reaction is : plus O2 equal 2TT0. At temper

atures between 500 or GOO degrees, the NO changes rapidly

into TTgO.' and Np04. Prober relations with either water

or alkaline solutions ( caustic soda, lime water, etc.)
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give either dilute nitric acid, or nitrates, cr a dilute

mixture of nitrates.and nitrites.

The higher the temperature, the greater is the con

tent of nitric oxide produced, and the quicker is the

transformation. Besides the necessity of producing a

high temperature, the second chief requirement is to re

move the nitric oxide formed as quickly as possible from

the high-temperature zone, and to cool it down as quickly

as possible. The reason is that with decreasing temper

ature the opposite reaction takes place, and the nitric

oxide dissociates into nitrogen and oxygon, so that if

the cooling of the gas mixture containing the nitric

oxide is too slow, the latter will break up into its con-

stituants.

Several commercial systems have been evolved as a

result of experiment, and a brief review of them here

will be inserted to give a general idea of the methods

employed. They are treated more in detail in part two.

In the Bradley-Love joy process, by mechanical

means, (rotation of a wheel carrying one set of elec

trodes which pass before a set of opposite and station

ary electrodes], arcs are made and broke.:', at the rate of

6900 per second in the space through which the air is

passed. The process has not been commercially success

ful.
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In the Birkeland - Eyde process, the arc is deviated

magnetically ]rj means of a single phaso magnetic field,

until the arc breaks, then a new arc is formed, and so

on.

This process has ^een used commercially since 1905

in Norway, f electric energy being very cheap at the plant,

costing .094 cents per If.17.II. )

/mother method used by the Badische company, in a

Norwegian plant is the Schonherr process,, the character

istic feature of which is the use of a very long alter

nating current arc, around which the air moves in a

helical path. The paulding process, at a plant near

Innsbruck, in Tyrol, uses an electric discharge quite

similar to a horn lighhining arrester.

The results obtained by these three commercial pro

cesses, as given by the Standard Handbook, were given in

1909 as follows:-

Grams H1T03 per E.17.H. Consent-
_ , ration
Schonnerr 75 2.5
Birkeland Eyde. 70 2.*0
Paulding. 60 1. to l.*5

blackp
Typewritten Text

blackp
Typewritten Text
[3]
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It seems evident that the most important factor in

any of these processes the cheap cost of power. In the

Northwest, altho waterpower abounds, it is not in

the natural course of events, developed until there is a

demand and market for it. And when so developed, other

markets offer so much better remuneratation that it would

be unprofitable to sell power at a sufficiently low

price at this time to compete with the natural product.

Another way of looking at it, however, is to con

sider the advisability of the power company installing

furnaces to utilize the off-peak load. It is well under

stood that a power plant, to give satisfactory survice

must be designed with a sufficient capacity to carry the

maximum winter load, which usually comes, at least for

the lighting load, form four to twelve P. I.I., about

Christmas 2ime. Of cours, the plant can run on overload

for this short.time, but the fact remains, that the average

load factor of a up-to-date plant, ranges about fifty

per. cent. This means that capital must be invested in

machinery, equipment, etc. which works at its most effi

cient capacity only a small part of the time. Therefore,

if some arrangement could be made whereby the off-peak

load could be utilised to produce dome commercial ne

cessity, such as commercial fertilizer, the result would

be almost clear profit, except for investment.
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C.P. Stinmetz suggests another phase of this in

the A.I.E.E. proceedings, May 1911, Vol X.X.X. No. 5

page 1021.

"Another subject is the utilization of spare power

and off-peal: po.ver. I am interested in the data given

on the power required for irrigation, and the relatively

small amount of po.ver it eosts to operate a -ramping plant

for irrigation purposes.

"Another use for off-pea1: power is the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen. We are rapidly approaching a time

when we shall have to rly on fertilizers to maintain the

productivity of our soil. Nov/ the commercial production

ofnitrogen compounds by electrical power lias been con

ducted successfully and economically; but only where the

development of the water power has been extremely cheap,

and where there was no market available for it,—as for

instance in Scandinavia.

We must however realize that the main part of the

cost of installation of such industrial operations is

due to the plant needed to convert the very dilute oxides

into nitric acid, or solid nitrates for transportation.

Therefore, a large part of the cost is due to the chem

ical side of the production.

When we come to intormittant use of the off-peak

power, where the plant is used only for a part of the

time, then the cost of the production rapidly increases,
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due to the interest on the investment, and we find, very

soon a point is reached where the production of nitrates

would not be economical, even if the power cost nothing.

Herein consists at present the groat difficulty of utiliz

ing electrical power for the fixation of nitrogen. But

since this results from the cost of concentration, then

if ,/e could use the fixed nitrogen in a highly diluted

state, we could save most of the investment, and so

materially reduces the cost; and it would be economical.

That means that this method of -sing off-peak power lends

itself nicely to the combination with irrigation, We

might use electrical power for irrigation and also for

producing nitrates, and send out the nitrates as fertil

izer with the irrigating water on a highly diluted state.

In this way you could use a large amount of electrical

power and get the benifit of intermittant and off-peal-

power available in arid districts."



UTILIZATIOIT OF ATMOSPHERIC ITITRCGEIT.

What it Means to the Parmer.

"by

A. Benithsen.

Director, Bradische Anilin-u Soda Faorik,

Ludwigshafen, a/RTI.

Hote:- This article appeated in Tooth the Scientific

American Supplement for ITov. 13,1909, and the Engineer

ing and Mining Journals for Oct. 16,1909. And is an

abstract of an address delivered at the 7th Internation

al Congress of Applied Chemistry, London 1909.
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Oxygen has hitherto "been considered bhe most im

portant element of the atmosphere, since it is indis

pensable to the existance of human life. Nitrogen, on

the other hand has always been considered as an inert

gas; in spite of this however nitrogen plans an import

ant part in the nutrition of all living organisms, mak

ing it necessary to investigate new sources for obtain

ing nitrogen compounds.

The different methods employed in the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen may be divided into three groupes:-

First, the direct formation of am^nia from its elements,

nitrogen and hydrogen, both of which have to be isolated

for the purpose.

Second, those processes in which the nitrogen is

isolated and then converted into metalic nitrates and

cyanogen compounds, wh:'ch in their turn can be sub

jected to chemical reaction and lead to the production

of ammonia; and third, methods, which aim at the direct

oxydaticn of atmospheric nitrogen, and the conversion

there of into nitrates and the like. In the last case,

the air itself is used directly and a previous isolation

of the nitrogen is unnecessary.

litrogen may be produced from the air by passing

it over red hot copper, forming copper oxides or by

liquifying air and then seperating the nitrogen hj
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fract i onal disti11ati on.

The third method of combining nitrogen consists

in converting it by direct oxidation into oxides of

nitrogen which are then transformed into nitric acid

and nitrates.

The first compound formed is nittie oxide P.O., a $

colorless gas. On mixing with oxygen or air, it assum

es a yellowish red color, owing to the formation of a

higher oxide of nitrogen, ^-j^'1 -^ <- •f-r.-p-.-.-ori •ni^T^n,

which is termed nitrogen tetroxide or nitrogen per

oxide corresponding- to the formulas 'TO- or !T£04. This

is then converted into nitric acid, or into some other

form suitable for practical pur-poses.

One greaT difficulty is that the same high temper

ature which brings about the formation of nitric oxide

also tends to decompose it bach again into its constitu-

ants.

For this reason it is very important that, in order

to work properly, the air must be heated to as high a

temperature as possible and then coclded down again with

the utmost rapidity, so that as little opportunity as

possible is given for the nitric oxide, formed at the

high temperature to decompose bach again into its ele

ments.

A brief description of tl o Bradley and Lovejoy

follows, with the conclusion that the small yield coupled
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with the complexity of the apparatus and the expense of

keeping it in order sufficed to prevent the process be

ing worked at a profit.

The Birkeland and Eyde process is next described.

It is considered the first practical success in this

field and was worked out in 1903 by Prof. Birkeland

collaboring with the Norwegian Engineer, Samuel Eyde.

If an electric arc fed with an alternating current

is made to burn between the poles of an ordinary electro

magnet, or one excited ^oj direct current, the arc appears

to form a disk. Actually, the arc is blown into a half

disk at ever: period, but the impression on the eye is

that of a quietly burning disk, like the sun.

An arc of this nature operated in a flat iron clad

furnace of fire proof clay, which was passed a strong

current of air, produced a considerable yield of the oxide

of nitrogen yield of the oxide of nitrogen.

Those furnaces ow used are ea h fed with 700 K.W.

at an E,M.P. of 5000 volts, and the disk of flame is over

two yards in diameter. The utilization of such a large

quantity of electricity at a single discharge constitutes

"the great difference between Birkeland and Eyde 's nrocess

and those of the earlier experimenters.

The Schonherr process, worked out by Otto Schonherr

and the engineer Hessberger, solved the many of the pro-
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blems in a surprisingly simple nanner, possessing many

advantages over the Birkeland and Eyde method.

Schonherr does not use magnets, but produces his

&S&.Q *» arc in a long iron tube of comparatively small

diameter, passing the air along the tube with a whirling

motion, blowing the arc out to considerable length.

The description of the Schonherr process, which

follows, will not be repeated here as it is described

more fully elsewhere.

Up to the present time both nitric acid and nitrites

have been manufactured from saltpeter "oir chemical means,

nitric acid being produced oj heating saltpeter with con-

sentrated sulphuric acid, while nitrites result on heat

ing sodium nitrate with metallic lead, which extracts one

atom of oxygen, and is itself converted into lead oxide.

Both nitric acid and nitrites are consequently mere ex

pensive than saltpeter. Nitrogen in concentrated nitric

acid, is two and one-half times, and that in nitrites,

is one and one-half times as valuable as nitrate nitrogen.

It would then, be more profitable to make nitric acid

and nitrites, provided the consumption of these latter

were sufficiently great, but since the demand is limited,

the chief aim of every large factory is to convert the

supply of nitrogen into the form of salpeter, for which

there is an unlimited market.
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The socalled acid-absorption orocess, described at

this point is omited now as it is described elsewhere

more in detail.

More recent experiments at the Anilin-u Soda-Fabrik

have shown the possibility of effecting the absorption

diredtly with milk of lime and in this case the acid

absorption would be dispensed with and the outlay on

plant greatly reduced.

Utility of Product.

The calcium nitrate, obtained by means of the opera

tions described can without farther treatment replace

Chili Saltpeter for the purposes of agriculture. Even

a certain quantity of free lime, say 20fo appears to have

no deleterious action on vegitable life, and the same re

mark applies to any calcium nitrite mixed with the nitrate.

It is conceivable that calcium -nitrite will become the

artificial manner of the future especially as its manu

facture is so simple and it is richer in nitrogen then

calcuim nitrate.

Both of these processes require very cheap water

power before they car. be carried out profitably. The

waterfalls in Norway, which, owing to the climate, have

a fairly constent supply throughout the year, are particu

larly suitable. Therefore a number of large Norwegian

companies have been exploited in that country for the

nroduction of the socalled air saltpeter.
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A synopsis of the advantages of air-saltpeter

as compared with nitrolime shows that not only is

the former much cheaper and richer in nitrogen,

"but its production, not requiring coal, uses none of

nature's resources but the inexhaustible water power.
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The Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen.

Birkeland & Eyde Process.

Sam Eyde.

Scientific Americam Supplement. , July 3, 1909 £ 1748.

The greatest difference between the Birkeland - Eyde

process and previous methods was that the former have

applied large quantities of electric energy, and have

found the best way of doing it, while it was previously

believed that it was small qunatities of energy that

gave relatively the best results. In this respect, it

is probable that future systems will all, to a greater

or less degree, employ large quantities of electric

energy in the arc.

The formation of the flame occurs through an arc

of the electric flame being formed between the paints

of the electrodes, which -eere placed close to eachjother.

By this an easily movable and flexible current is

established, which, with the arrangements made, will be

formed in a highly magnetized field. The arc that is

tthus formed moves, on account of this magnetic field,

with a great velocity perpendicularly to the lines of

force, and the electric arc's foot draws back from the

points of the electrodes. When the length of the arc in

creases, the resistance becomes greater, and the tension

increases until it becomes so great that a new arc f
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springs from the points of the electrodes.

To regulate the current, an inductive resistance

is used in series with the flame. With alternating current

all of these arcs are formed in opposite directions, and

appear to the eye to be circular disks. The flame burns

with remarkab&e steadyness, and appears to be a remark

ably powerfull technical means cfitfr the oxidation of the

nitrogen of the air.

An electrode 1.6 cm. thiok of copper tubing, through

which water is passed for cooling purposes can take up

1,500 horsepower. , producing a flame 1.8 meters in

diameter. The chamber in which the flame burns i§ cir

cular, of only a few centimeters in width, and about

two meters in diameter. After the oxide of nitrogen is

formed in the furnace, it is converted in the oxidation

tank into the dioxide of nitrogen, and in the absopp-

tion towers, into nitric acid.

The Birkeland - Eyde process has been developed form

a email furnace which one could hold on his hand, with

its glass absorption chambers of only a few liters

capacity, up through a number of plants, all increasing

in size and seaking a greater amount of cheap electrical

power, up to the present plant with its capacity for

1,500 horsepower per furnace and absorption towers of

600 cu. m. capacity, each.
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The building where the furnaces are located has a

floor space of 2,000 sq. meters, and is constructed of

aasonry and iron, in the basement are tubes for admitting

the air and carrying off the gas, Power at the station

at svaelgfos is brought in by eighteen copper wises, eaci

twelve millimeters in diameter. Of the thirtysix

furnaces installed, thirty-two receive their power from

Svaelgfos, and four from the Tinfos power station.

The flame chamber is formed of fireclay brick; , the

air enters thtno the walls of the chamber, and the gas

escapes through a channel in the casting, also lined

with fire clay.

They require veryAregulating, burning for weeks

at a time, and the necessary repairs are very simple,

the electrodes, which are subject to the greatest wear,

requiring a change every third or fourtjs week, and the

fireproof masonry every-fourth to sixth month.

The temperature of the flame exceeds 3000 or 3500

degrees C; the temperature of the escaping gas may

vary between 800 and 1000 D. These gases pass from

the chamber into two ffire-proof lined, gas-collecting

pipes, about two meters in.diameter, which convey the

gas to the steam boiler house, where the tempreature

is reduced by passing them through four steam boilers;

the heat given off is used for consentrating the produe1b
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and in heating the factory during the winter.

The gas passes on through the steam boilers to a

cooling house, thenee to the oxidation chambers; these

tanks are vertical iron cylinders, lined with acid-

proof stone. Their object is to give the cooled gases

a sufficient period of repose, in which the oxidation

of the oxide of nitrogen may have time to take place,

the necessary ox3rgen being in the air present in suf

ficient quantity.

Prom here the gases are lead to the absorption

towers, which are filled withn broken quarts, that not

being effected by the acid. The gas, forced by blowers,

enters the base of the first tower, passes up through

the quarts packing and out at the top through a large

earthen pipe to a secong tower; down through the sec

ond, up through a third, etc., until, finally, freed

of* its nitrogen, the air passes out of the last tower

The absorption fluid is distributed by jets at the

top, and comes in contact with the gases as it trickles

down through the tower, the water being converted into

weal nitric acid, and the alkali into Sodium nitrate.

The liquid rans out in a continuous stream at the bottom,

and is passed through several times before becoming

saturated, in this way about Q7<p of the total gad is

absorbed.
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The nitric acid so produced, having a strength of

30yj by volume, is run into granite vats filled with

limestone, forming, with much effervesence of CQg,

Calciam carbonate. This watery solution is then evaper-

ated in vacuum to save heat; concentration is contin

ued until of about l3;'s nitrogen content. The nitrate is
anal

then allowed to settle,„ crystaiizing out in solid lumps.

These are broken and crushed, and then placed in barrels

holding 100 kilos, net weight.

The nitrite solution secured from the alkaline

towers is evaporated, crystalized, seperated by cen

trifugal force, dried under a current of hot air, and

barreled similarly.

Everything about the plant-- is ran by water power,

no coal being used, and the only steam employed being

obtained from the heated gases,

Extensive experiments were carried out by emin

ent scientists of many of thee7 leading countries of Eur

ope, all tending to prove that as a fertilizer nitrate

of lime was equal to nitrate of soda, and in soile

deficient! in lime, it proved to be superior for many

crops.

The Svalegfos Power Station, from which much of

the power is obtained, is the largest hydro-electric J^a7

plant in the world, at the time of writing, the four tur

bines yielding from 40,000 to 45,000 turbine horsepower.



Schonerr Process.

Eng. ?: "in. -Tour. Oct 16,1909.

This process, worked out in 1005, is said to possess

several advantages over the Birkeland and Tilyde process.

It dispenses with the electro-magnets and passess

air through a tiibe of comparitavely small diameter, in

which an electric arc is hurried. The iron tube contains

an insulated electrode at one end, and can itself serve

at the second electrode.

The arc at the moment of its formation springs from

the insulated electrode to an adjacent part of the tube,

which is only a few millimeters away; but the air, intro

duced with a tangential motion, immediately carries the

end of the arc along the wall of the tube, so that it

enters the tube at a considerable distance from the

electrode, or on a special electrode placed for the pur

pose, say at the other end of the tube.

The arc emits a bright white light and is quite

stable. The air in passing through the tube comes in

contact with the arc and becomes partly converted into

nitric oxide, and is rapidly cooled down by contact with

outside layers of air, and consequently a decomposition

back into '.' and 0 is avoided. The tube is further cooled

h^i a water jachot.

The gases leaving the tube contain about 2% 110.,

from l-§- times to nearly twice the consentration of the

Birkeland 5: Eyde process. The experimental furnaces at



Christiansand are fed with about GOO TT.P. at 4200 volts;

arcs are produced nearly eight yards long. Altho in

this process there is very little loss of electrical

energy in producing the arc, only a few per. cent serves

to bring ahout chemical change.

30 % is employed in producing hot water.

40 fo heats the boilers.

10 fo removed by cooling.

17 fo lost by radiation.

On cooling the gases, as soon as the temperature

reaches a certain point, about 600 0., the nitric Oxide

begins to combine with the excess of 0,forming nitrogen

tetroxide, I:To0/ .

As a market, the compumption is not sufficient to

warrant the manufacture of nitric and nitrous acids to

any great extent, but there is an unlimited demand for

potassium nitrate, or saltpeter.

Before the 17^0/, contained in thar furnace gases

after cooling is capable of yielding HITOg it must have'

an other atom of 0 added, usually by the action of water.

The gases are passed through the absorption tower, where

two-thirds of the nitrogen is converted into HUO* whale

one third is regenerated as U.O., forming i7o0^, and this

goss through the same series of reactions again. An

absorption liquid may be used several times, becomming

as rich as 40''.



ITitrates can be obtained direct from the furnace

gases oir employing sodium or calcium carbonate as the

absorbing agent at the same time keeping the temperature

and other conditions such that during absorption the gases

contain equal quantities of SfoO/ and unaltered !7g0£.

Another metod is by passing gases over quicklime.

After passing the water towers, the gas passes to

a tower where it comes into contact with a milk of lime

solution. The lime is converted to a mixture of calcium

nitrite and calcium nitrate. The Ca(l70o)2 is useless as

a fertiliser; therefor to this is added a portion of nitric

acid and distilled giving Calcium nitrate, !T202 and IT2O4;

the calcium nitrate is vaporized by the help of steam

raised in the boilers by the escaping hot gases.

The calcium nitrate is marketable as:- 1st, in the

fused state containing .13.5% II. 2nd., in crystals. 3rd,

as a basic salt, a dry power, not absorbing water from

the atmosphere,. The cost of the extra calcium is slight,

and is of itself of agricultural value.
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The Reduction of Atmospheric Nitrogen.

The Schonherr Process.

Scientific American Supplement;* 1734. Mar. 12,1910.

De. Schonherr produces an arc which is very long

in some cases over 20 ft.

The bottom electrode is of Gu.with a movable Be. core

from which the arc springs the Fe. and not the Cu.being

consumed slowly thereby.

The tangential openings maybe partly closed by

means of a sliding collar.

Spiral motion of air up the tube keeps AC. arc

straight in center of tube.

In the furnaces inside at the Kristianss-and plant

the arc has a length of 16 ft. for the 600 horse power

furnace, and for the more recent 1000 type it has a

length of less than 22 ft.

Working of the arc can be observed by means of eye

pieces.

Water cooling chamber around upper end of tube.

Entering air is heated by passing up and back the

length of the tube before entering the arc chamber.

The gases leaving the furnace consist of air and

about 3% of Hg Op, such per centage, seemingly low, be

ing in fact one of the highest yet obtained.
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The Ng Og changes ti a reddish brown HgO

when cooled to from 600 to 140°0.

To prepare the nitrates, the gas is absorbed

by soda or lime in suspension. By using lime, there

is formed a nitrate of lime which has a greater propor

tion of nitrogen than usual, and contains 18$,

while Ohili saltpeter has but 15$ and the Hottoden

product but 13$.

A diargam and illustrations accompany the ar

ticle.
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Prom the Electrical World. duly 21,1006.

by

J. 3. C. Kershaw.

"ay Sibley Journal gives the following products for

the different processes, and also the efficionties of

several methods, .
7°

Raleigh. 40.1 gr per K.W. Br.
MacDougall & Howies 33.0
Kowalski ".: koscicki 55 35
ITuttmann 8s Eafer 70
Orookes 74
Bradley & lovejoy 33
Birkeland & Eyde 110 70

The maximam possible yield is 157 Grams per K.W. Hr.

The principle difficulties are to secure a cheap

source of power, and to prevent the reaction from re

versing.

In the B. k E. process, an arc is struck between

horrizontal electrodes, in series with inductance; the

-ooles of an electro-magnet are brought close to the arc

at right angles electrodes. In the first units employed

75 to 200 B.V.k were employed per pair of electrodes. E,

500. f,50. The electrodes were of cooper or iron.

A larger plant was put in in may, 1005, at Botodden,

Three generator units and furnaces of 700 H.P. each have

been erected. All have a capacity of 75,000 liters of

air per minute.
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The BO is oxidised and absorbed in four stone towers;

a fifth tower using mill: of lime completes the absorbtion

all owing only 53 to escape.

One half ton of 100% nitric acid is produced per

K.W. Yr. at a cost of $4.00. Each furnace produces an

equivalent of 250 tons of 100% nitric acid, equivalents

to 325 tons of calcium nitrate, or to 337 tons of sotfium

nitrate per 3Tear. This plant is thus capable of produc

ing 1000 tons of Chile saltpeter per year.



Thomas & Barry Process.

SCI. AM. SUP. Dec. 21,1007.

Earlied experimenters wished to expose as much air

as possible to the arc, and so blew the flame out to its

extreme length and smallest cross section, and fed it with

a continous blast of air later experiments showed

this to be wrong. A short length of arc gives nitrous

oxide; as the flame is drawn out, more nitric oxide is pro

duced, ,and when the arc breaks, the discharge which follows

produces ozone almost entirely.

The flame is now brought to its most efficient form

as quickly as possible, and maintained there while the

air passes it. A pressure of 35,000 volts was used, stepp

ed up from 220 volt dfaGG cycle supply. By thus reaching

the condition of greatest effectiveness, it is found that

under identical conditions, the steady arc produces POUR

times as much HITO3 at the older forms.

Having investigated the flame, the investigators

turned their attention to the air supply. A volume of air

is kept in the chamber containing the flame, being held

by an arrangement of valves. An advantage is that the

rise in temperature mearly increases the pressure of the

air instead of rareifying it.

Diagram. The valve circuit is broken just before the

flames are put out, and the gases under the heat pressure

escane to the combining vessel, when the flames are



extinguished the temperature falls and fresh air rushes

in through the inlet. The expansion of the gases as they

leave their chamber absorbs nearly all the excess fteat,

and they reach the combining vessel only a few degrees

hotter than the air. They are 0., 17., a; BO
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Norwegian Rydroelectrie Developments.

Electrical world,

June 8, 1911.

At the May meeting of the Faraday Society Mr.

Scott-Hansen, C.E., of ohristiania, Norway, read a

paper on"Hydroelectric plants in Norway, and Their

application to Electrochemical Industry," showing

Norway to be an ideal country for the production of

air-saltpeter,

The total water-power in Norway has been estimated

at from 5,000,00D to 7,000,000. The power stations

can supply power at from § 5.50 to $ 11.00 per annual

electrical horsepower, and as the quantities available

are as high as from 50,000 to 100,000 horsepower

from a single fall, the condfcitons are ideal for the

development of electrochemical and electrometallurgical

industries. Nearly 130,000 horsepower will be util

ised this year in the manufacture of nitrates of lime,

soda and ammonia from the air by the birkeland Eyde

process and the Badische Anauin und Sodafabrik

Companyf s proc e s s.

( see. Electrical World, April 27, 1911.)
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Construction of the Chamber.

In attempting the experimental work in con

nection with this subiect, the first and most impor

tant consideration was the general sysyem to be fol

lowed; consider4ble reading and briefing had been done

and the various systems were then considered as fol

lows:-

The Love;joy process, at Niagra Palls was quite

complicated, and as it had proved a commercial fail

ure, further consideration was abandoned. The Birke

land - Eyde process, while commercially successful, was

also somewhat complicated. The Schonherr process was

for a time considered, as being comparatively simple

and efficient. There remained also tthe Paulding and

the Thomas and Berry process. Considering the efficie

ncy claimed for these processes, it was decided to se

lect the method which has shown itself to the most

efficient.

These and other considerations finally lead to the

selection of a type of furnace similar to that used

in the Thomas and Berry process. Casting about for a

vessel of such shape and material as would be most con

veniently and easily constructed, and at the same

time fire-proof and of a shape which would admit of
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its being readily emptied of air, a large five gallon

earthen jug war> finally ordered as appearing to be the

most suitable.

Before going further with the description of the

furnace as designed, it might be well to review briefly

the operation'of a furnace of this type. A gravity

intake valve is placed in an upright position at the

bottom of the furnace, and a solenoid valve is placed

at the top. The spark gap is after the pattern of a

horn lightening arrester, being comparitavely cloee st

the base and arcing out to probably three times this

distance at the top. The arc has a tendency to form at

the base of the gap and then run up along the metal

of the horn gap until its length becomes so great that

ii blows its^elf out. Anew arc is then immediately

formed and the same operation is repeated.

The ©deration of the furnace is as follows;

Current is allowed to flow through the solenoid,

closing the outlet valve, and the arc is started. The

increase of theperature produces an increas in pres

sure which tends to hold the lower or intake valve
against

closed and force the outlet valve oped f^ffi the actim

of the solenoid. After the arc has been operating a

specified length of tfeime, the solenoid valve is
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opened, allowing the gases to escape directly into

absorption toners; the sudden expansion due to releasing

the gases under pressure cools them sufficiently to

prevent the disintegrating of the oxide of nitrogen

that might be produced.

After the outlet valve has been left open long

enough to allow the pressure to be equalized, the arc

is extinguished and the outlet valve closed. The sub

sequent cooling and contraction^ of the gases cause a

new supply of air to be drawn in from the outside

atmosphere, and the cycle is repeated.

in the construction of a chamber of this type,

three holes were punched through the bottom of the

jug before mentioned, through which were to pass the

terminals of the spark gap and the intake valve.

A series of experiments were attempted to find out

the best distance for the base of the spark gapand at.

also to note the behavier of the spark, por producing

the spark, a large 800 to 1 transformer was usedj with

about fourty volts on the primary and a current of

thirty amperes flowing, a very satisfactory distance

for the gap was fouiid to be about three inches. But

it v&s further found to depend so much on the voltage

of the supplied power, that a six inch spark gap would
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operate just as satisfactorally with a little increase

in the voltage; it was determined, then, that since tie

supply power was under control, to set the spark at

the most convenient distance to correspond with the

size of the jug, and regulate the supply to give the

most satisfactory results.

The sparking terminals, as well as valves, were ra

made of brass. Por the valves, one inch brass shafting

was trued up in the lathe and bored out with a half inch

hole, one end was then threaded for a distance of about

an inch and a half, and then the half inch of threads

nearest the end were cut out in order to make a smooth

tip. The valve seat was then cut in at this end at an

angle of forty five degrees.

The piece was then reversed in the chuck.and a

three quarters inch hole was bored to within about

half an inch of the valve seat. This left a large pas

sage for the air, contracted at this point in order

to provide a long valve seat.

One and one-half inch brass shafting was then

bored fy-jf out and threaded for an inch of its length

on the inside to take the outside threads of the first

piece. The other end of this piece was cut down in

order to recieve a delivery tube..
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Both of the valve seats were made in the same

manner, the outlet valve being provided with a longer

stem in order to accomodate the solenoid.

The valve cap of the intake valve was cut from

brass and hollowed out to a thin shell in order to

make it as thin as possible, por the outlet valve an

iron plunger was turned out slightly smaller than the

large part of the stem, and a neck was provided small

enough to protrude through the contracted part and

be screwed firmly to the valve cap. V shaped groves

Were then cut along the length of the iron core in

order to allow the air to pads more freely.

The brass parts adjacent to the screws were nurleid

that they might be more readi^lly grasped for tight

ening or loosening the screws.

All the brass parts were covered with a laquer to

prevent tarnishing.



Conclusion.

It is regretted that experiments could, not be made

to determine the performance of the apparatus. However

enough work has been done in the way of collecting

material and the construction of the Valves and furnace

to provide a excelent basis for future investigation,

should anyone desire to taKe the subject up, and

a number of instructive tests may be recommended,

among which are the following:-

Tests for the most satisfactory combination of

spark gap and power supply.

Heasurment of the temperature attained in the

chamber under various conditions.

Experiments to obtain the conditions of. maximum

efficiency.

Comparison of the results obtained with those

of other methods.

This is a new and untried field, **t one which
promises of considerable development. Tests of this

nature would, at least in this part of the country,

be rather in the original research than hackneyed

experimenting, and it is felt that one will be well re

paid for the time put in in studying this subject.
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